
Domaine d'Ardhuy vineyards are spread across the “Cote de Nuit”
and “Cote de Beaunes”. 

● Largest family owned estate in Burgundy
● 7 “Grand Cru Appellations” including “Clos de Vougeot”, “Corton 
Charlemagne” and Corton Renardes”
● 15 “Premier Cru Appellations” including “Savigny les Beaunes”, 
“Pommard” and “Vosne Romanee”
● 12 “Village Appellations”

Clive Coates - The Vine / Feb. 2005 - about Domaine d’Ardhuy:
“A new address to watch out for. The talentuous winemaker Carel 
Voorhuis arrived in summer of 2003 at the same time as this 42 
hectare domaine separated itself from wine merchant La Reine 

Pedauque. Quality has been transformed”.



White Wines from Domaine d’Ardhuy

Beaune 1er Cru ‘Petit Clos Blanc des Theurons’ - 2004

“A more gently wooded nose of white flower and citrus aromas that complement 
the extremely rich, even opulent flavors that offer excellent intensity and a 
surprising amount of punch and power on the long finish. This is a big wine and 
while I wouldn't age it as it risks becoming heavy with age, there is a lot more here 
than one usually finds in Beaune whites”. 
Outsanding - Allan Meadows - Burghound = 89

Puligny Montrachet ‘Le Trezin’ - 2004

“A completely different expression as this is elegant, pure and refined with a fresh 
and layered floral and lemon nose that continues onto the minerally flavors that 
display plenty of nervosité and energy on the persistent and linear finish. This is a 
really pretty wine for its level and beautifully balanced. Drink 2007+”
Outsanding - Top Value - - Allan Meadows - Burghound = 90

Corton Charlemagne – Grand Cru – 2004

“Here there is a moderately different style as the wood influence is strong, with 
anise and vanilla notes framing the ripe green apple aromas that precede the big, 
rich and powerful flavors that possess serious size and weight plus excellent 
finishing intensity and an explosive backend. This is quite a muscular effort that 
isn't overly refined but it certainly doesn't lack for impact. Drink 2010 +”
Recommended . - Allan Meadows - Burghound = 92



Red Wines from Domaine d’Ardhuy

Savigny les Beaunes– 1er Cru – Les Peuillets - 2004
“Upper register red and black fruit aromas nuanced by pungent Savigny earth, spice and anise 
introduce round, rich, sweet and detailed flavors that display the hallmark minerality of a fine 
Peuillets, all wrapped in a delicious, well balanced, fresh and vibrant finish. This is really quite 
lovely and recommended”. 2009 - - Allan Meadows - Burghound = 89

Pommard - 1er Cru - Les Fremiers - 2004
“More expressive though similarly styled with classic understated red fruit aromas and big, rich, 
sweet and intense middle weight flavors that offer excellent volume and serious punch on the long 
and detailed finish. Like the Lambots, this is really quite fine with a lovely mineral streak that runs 
the length of the wine. Excellent quality with admirable finishing precision. 2011+”
Sweet spot Outstanding! - Allan Meadows - Burgound = 89

Corton Renardes – Grand Cru – 2004
“A bit of reduction combines with gamey, distinctly animale dark berry fruit aromas. The flavors are 
rich, velvety, sweet and still youthfully austere with impressive concentration and serious underlying 
muscle plus outstanding finishing length and complexity. Very solid quality here but a wine for the 
patient. 2014” - Allan Meadows - Burghound = 91

Clos de Vougeot – Grand Cru – 2004
“Discreet and understated nose of pure and bright earthy red fruit aromas combines with supple, 
precise and beautifully transparent full-bodied flavors that culminate in the classic young Clos de 
Vougeot austerity. I particularly like the balance here and the explosive and lingering finish. A first 
rate effort that will also require ample time to be at its best. Drink 2016” –
Allan Meadows - Burghound = 93
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